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A new way to make hexies!
Fast-Fold Hexies from Pre-cuts & Stash:
A Quick & Easy Technique for Hexagon Quilting
by Mary M. Hogan
Quilt makers will be in awe of Mary M. Hogan’s newest innovation – fast-fold hexies!
Just when you thought that there can’t be anything new beneath the quiltmaking sun,
along comes a new and clever technique to make what quilters love easier and faster!
Hexagon quilts are certainly on-trend today, and have been around since the 1880s.
Quilters love their versatility because they are so adaptable to both modern and
traditional designs. Yet hexagon quilts can be challenging to piece, and so readers will
rejoice at a new technique that streamlines the process.
Fast-Fold Hexies from Pre-cuts & Stash is a slender book jam-packed with how-to
wisdom. It takes readers through the step-by-step process to create each unit from a
folded circle of fabric, inserting a hexagon-shaped piece of batting, and then adding
another, smaller hexie on top to hide raw edges. Quilters can sew by machine, or by
hand when out and about. The technique creates one complete hexie unit, and when
you sew the units together, you get a two-sided quilt with no separate batting, backing
or binding!
Readers will find the following in Fast-Fold Hexies from Pre-cuts & Stash:
ΏΏ 4 projects: from a trivet to a lap quilt
ΏΏ Easy how-to and step-by-step: clear photography makes the hexie units’ construction a snap.
ΏΏ Includes templates for fabric circles and hexagon-shaped batting.
ΏΏ On-line links to coloring diagrams and additional projects!
ΏΏ 16 pages, only $12.95
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About Mary M. Hogan
Mary Hogan has been quilting about 25 years and sewing since she was 9 or 10 years old. Retired from
her day job, she spends both days and evenings quilting, designing, writing, and teaching. Passionate
about sharing quilting with others, she teaches regularly at her local quilt shop and is available to lecture
and teach wherever quilters gather. In her own work, Mary rarely follows a pattern or script. Instead, she
improvises, tries out new ideas, plays with fabric, and uses as many fabrics as possible.
Mary has a BS in Nursing from Loyola University in Chicago, an MS in Publish Health Nursing from
the University of Illinois at Chicago, and a PhD from the University of Michigan. Before writing books
on quilting, she held positions in nursing and health care. She lives in Michigan with her husband, six
sewing machines, and a ridiculously prodigious collection of fabric. This is Mary's second book with
Landauer Publishing: her first book, String Quilt Style, was published in 2016.
About Fox Chapel Publishing
Fox Chapel Publishing inspires and informs readers who enjoy a wide variety of hobbies, crafts, and
lifestyle interests. The company specializes in illustrated nonfiction with a focus on artisan and highquality craft books. Fox Chapel publishes more than 1,200 book titles and three quarterly magazines,
including DO Magazine, the #1 coloring magazine in its class. The publisher's imprints include
Design Originals, IMM Lifestyle Books, and Creative Homeowner. For more information, please visit
foxchapelpublishing.com.
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books and about bringing high-quality inspirational and creative, technique and how-to publications
to life. Landauer Publishing is dedicated to excellence in content, photography, design, and service to
all customers and to gifted authors, and to being the most-trusted resource for quiltmakers and other
needle artists. Learn more at LandauerPub.com.
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The beloved hexagon
quilt block gets an
update with a new
technique that is fast,
fun, and thoroughly
enjoyable!

